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ZIP5Demographic ZIP Code Database Crack With Keygen [Win/Mac]

ZIP5Demographic is a high quality address data product for any business that needs to locate, identify, contact and market to any
demographic. The data is licensed from the United States Postal Service and covers over 3,000,000 addresses within a 10 mile radius of any
given address within the US. This data has been previously compiled by the United States Postal Service into a form that can be easily
downloaded and sorted. Using this data product, you will be able to extract data such as age, gender, occupation, race, income, family size,
household size, ownership of vehicles, population figures, business ownership, employee count,... etc. ZIP5Demographic contains over 4
million unique records and is updated on a monthly basis. Limitations: Demo data limited to 63 ZIP Code records. USPS Demographic Data
- Zip and Postal Service Customer Support Details: Why is this data licensed? This data is licensed based on the fact that it was obtained and
released by the United States Postal Service for use in their own products and those of partners. All the data has been de-identified and the
USPS is not given any of the data you are requesting unless you purchase the entire database. In most cases, the data is currently in use by the
USPS, but we are able to obtain your license. Is this data sourced from the United States Postal Service (USPS)? Yes, the data is sourced
from the United States Postal Service's own Geocoded Address and Postal Lookup service. How does this data differ from other data
products that you offer? There are no other products that we sell that contain this much data on over 3,000,000 addresses. How accurate is
this data? If you are searching for addresses of lower quality, then we recommend using the USPS Address Verification Form (AVF). The
AVF is a cost effective data product that we also sell and can help you with address quality. How do you use this data product? Once you
purchase the license, you will be sent the URL to your online download product. This is a zip file that you can use to extract the data you
wish from your ZIP Code area. Once the zip file is downloaded, you will need to extract the data from the zip file and put the data into a
database of your choice. What can you purchase with this data? You can purchase a license of the entire dataset or you can purchase
individual data products.

ZIP5Demographic ZIP Code Database Crack+ (Updated 2022)

KeyMACRO is a comprehensive data solution for zip codes, census tracts, blocks and other geographic regions. KeyMACRO for zip codes
can be used to extract data from more than 3,000,000 licensees. If you have more than 50 ZIP Codes in your database and less than 100,000
licensees, you can install KeyMACRO for ZIP Codes to expand your database. KeyMACRO for ZIP Codes is easy to use. KeyMACRO for
ZIP Codes instantly extracts zip code, census tract, block and other geographic region data. KeyMACRO for ZIP Codes also offers more
attributes than any other zip code extractor and allows you to create data for smaller regions, such as zip code, census tract, block, county,
state, metro area, census region, country, and continental area. KeyMACRO for ZIP Codes provides you with a monthly update of new zip
codes and updates of fields that are frequently updated. This enables you to be sure that you have the most current data available.
KeyMACRO for ZIP Codes uses standard zip code data. Additional Information: KeyMACRO for ZIP Codes is a complete zip code
database and data extraction tool that comes with 7 free software packages that you can use to process your data. KeyMACRO for ZIP
Codes supports over 80 data elements that include ZIP code, census tract, block, neighborhood, city, county, state, metro area, county
subdivision, and zip code county (ZCC). KeyMACRO for ZIP Codes is easy to use and learn. KeyMACRO for ZIP Codes automatically
extracts and sorts data and creates data files with the information that you specify. KEYMACRO Data Base Specifications: Zip Code: 1. ZIP
Codes in the KeyMACRO for ZIP Codes data base include the complete list of 3,000,000 US zip codes 2. The complete list of 3,000,000 US
zip codes can be updated online. 3. The complete list of 3,000,000 US zip codes is delivered to you monthly 4. Zones 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10,
and 11 are supported in this zip code database 5. ZIP Codes that begin with 0 are supported in this zip code database 6. ZIP Codes that are
ten digits in length are supported in this zip code database 7. The length of ZIP Codes in this zip code database is from 4 to 12 digits 8. ZIP
Codes that have consecutive numbers in the range 77a5ca646e
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ZIP5Demographic ZIP Code Database PC/Windows

ZIP5Demographics is a ZIP Code and demographics database. The database includes licensed USPS data and 80 demographic elements,
Data elements are organized into seven general categories: US Census data including population, housing, household size and geography
USPS data including address, city and zip code MSA, PMSA, CSA and Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) data including state and county
Commercial data such as number of businesses, employees and payroll, sales figures, list of banks, number of government entities,... etc.
Demographics are provided for ZIP Code and counties. This database is designed to assist you in: - avoiding the time, expense, and
frustration of entering incorrect data into your spreadsheets - standardizing data and eliminating incorrect data - reducing or eliminating
incorrect data entry - generating lists of zip codes that reside within specific counties, states,... etc. This database includes over 79,000 ZIP
Code records, 80 data elements and you receive free monthly updates for a year so you know that you have the most up to date data
available. Limitations: ZIP5Demographics is a non-proprietary database. Download description: Demographics: Data elements include:
County of Residence Median Household Income Average Household Size Census Tract Population Proportion of Whites Proportion of
Blacks Proportion of Hispanics Proportion of Asians Proportion of the Population 65+ Proportion of the Population under 16 Proportion of
the Population over 65 Proportion of the Population who are Foreign-Born City of Residence Proportion of the Population in the Military
Proportion of the Population in the Military that are Military Dependents Nationality Households with Children Businesses per 10,000
Businesses with Employees Businesses per payroll Governmental Entities per 10,000 Average Values for Houses and Condos Population per
ZIP Code Population under 5 Population 6 to 17 Population 18 to 24 Population 25 to 44 Population 45 to 64 Population 65 to 74 Population
75 to 84 Population 85+ Residential Type Vacancy Rate New Vacancy Rate Condominium Unit Value Average Condominium Unit Size
Detached Unit Value Detached Unit Size Townhouse Unit Value Townhouse Unit Size 1-bedroom Unit Value 1-bedroom Unit Size
2-bedroom Unit Value 2-bedroom Unit Size 3-bedroom Unit Value

What's New In ZIP5Demographic ZIP Code Database?

This is a zip code database that includes the following information: 1. 5 Address Components 2. 5 City 3. 5 State 4. 5 Zip Code 5. 80
Demographic Elements 6. Data Update Every Month 7. 5 Row for each Zip Code. Purchase Date: 2002-09-20 This ZIP5Demographic
database is a ZIP Code and demographics database that includes licensed USPS data and 80 demographic elements. Demographic attributes
include race, age, income, household size, house value, population figures and number of businesses, employees and payroll. Demographics
are provided for ZIP Code and counties. Additional information related to CBSA, MSA, PMSA, MSA and CSA's is also included. Product is
instant download and has a 30 day money back guarantee. Typical uses for the data includes reducing or eliminating incorrect data entry or
even generating lists of zip codes that reside within specific counties, states,... etc. This database will also enable you to do things such as:
adding a search function to your web site so that your customers can locate your closest store; segmenting your customer lists by attributes
such as race, age, home value, average household size, median household income, population,... etc. This database includes over 79,000 ZIP
Code records, 80 data elements and you receive free monthly updates for a year so you know that you have the most up to date data
available. Limitations: Demo data limited to 163 ZIP Code records. Description: This is a zip code database that includes the following
information: 1. 5 Address Components 2. 5 City 3. 5 State 4. 5 Zip Code 5. 80 Demographic Elements 6. Data Update Every Month 7. 5
Row for each Zip Code. Purchase Date: 2002-09-20 This ZIP5Demographic database is a ZIP Code and demographics database that
includes licensed USPS data and 80 demographic elements. Demographic attributes include race, age, income, household size, house value,
population figures and number of businesses, employees and payroll. Demographics are provided for ZIP Code and counties. Additional
information related to CBSA, MSA, PMSA, MSA and CSA's is also included. Product is instant download and has a 30 day money back
guarantee. Typical uses for the data includes reducing or eliminating incorrect data entry or even generating lists of zip codes that reside
within specific counties, states,... etc. This database will also enable you to do things such as: adding a search function to your web site so that
your customers can locate your closest store; segmenting your customer lists by attributes such as race, age, home value, average household
size, median household income, population,... etc. This database includes over 79,000 ZIP Code records, 80 data elements
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System Requirements For ZIP5Demographic ZIP Code Database:

Supported OS: Windows 7 / Vista Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU @ 2.2 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard Disk Space: 100 MB Video
Card: NVIDIA® GeForce® 7300 LE / ATI Radeon® HD 2600 DirectX®: 9.0c Additional Notes: -- A MANUFACTURED ELEMENT
OFFERED BY INTEL. PRODUCTION IS CUSTOMED TO YOUR COMPUTER FOR YOUR BENEFIT. © 2004-2014 Intel
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